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ABSTRACT: In the Netherlands, two pilot projects applying the technique of bored tunnelling will be
executed: the Second Heinenoord Tumiel and the Botlekspoortumiel. The scope of these projects is, first to
gain experience, because bored tunnelling in Dutch soft soil is new, and second to monitor duringthe
execution of the tunnel, in order to gain knowledge about all the processes which are characteristic for the
behaviour of a bored tunnel. Thi_s during all phases of execution. This paper describes the instrumentation
which is foreseen for the first measuring field at the North bank of the river Oude Maas. A prediction,
using phased analysis with 2D Finite Elements, will be given for deformations during passage of the two
tunnel drives.

1 INTRODUCTION

In 1993 the Dutch Minister of Transport and
Public Works decided that two projects of
tumielling _would be executed applying the tech
nique of bored tunnelling.
These tunnels are:

1) The Second Heinenoord Tunnel for road
transport;

2) The Botlekspoortunnel for rail transport.
The reason for pilot projects is the perception that
boring in Dutch soft soil might be more critical
than observed during tunnelling abroad in more
favorable, stiffer soil.

Typical problems named for tunnelling in soft
soil are:

- buoyancy; a too shallow tunnel might float.
- water tightness; a lesser stiffness of the soil

might generate larger deformations in the lining
- axial equilibrium; at the stage of entering a

receiving shaft the axial stresses at the front will
diminish over a longer length.

- Pile bearing capacity; boring in or underneath
layers might influence deformations, as well as
pile bearing capacity.

Shortly after the decision for pilot projects, the
Ministry of Economic affaiiis decided that a "pro
gram" of supporting the knowledge infrastructure
would be developed including R&D on Under
ground Works. Within the bounds of this latter

program a monitoring project was developed for
the aforementioned turmels.

Based on the theses "measuring is knowing" and
"a predicted measurement gives added value",
predictions will be made during the preparation
phase of the first mentioned tumiel. The boring
process itself will probably start in January 1997.

In this paper the focus will be on the predictions
for ground deformations, after that a TBM has
passed, and subsequently later on after second
passage of the TBM. This with respect to the
location of the monitoring site on the North Bank
of the river Oude Maas.

2 SITUATION HEINENOORD

The two tube tunnel will be constructed with a

8.55 meter diameter slurry-shield (TBM) and 1.5
meter long, 0.35 meter thick reinforced concrete
segmented rings. Overcutting of the TBM with
respect to the tunnel diameter will be decreased by
back grouting at six uniform distributed grouting
points at the tail side of the TBM. A net volume
loss is expected, resulting in stress redistributions
and deformations in the surrounding ground.
The total length of each tunnel will be approxi
mately 900 m.
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Table 1. Description of layers and soil parameters for the North Bank.

soil type top of layer 7/W (lydry) fm" C’ eg’ V EW, K0
[ml N-A-P- _ [kN/m’] [kPa] [kPa] [°] [-] [MP2]` [-]

mixture of sand and clay + 2.50 17.2 (16.5) 3 27 0.34 5.2 0_5g
sand, local parts of clay - 1.50 19.5 0 35 0.30 26 0_47sand-with clay - 5.75 19.0 0 33 0.31 25 0.47
sand,-local parts of clay - 10.00 20.5 0 36.5 0.30 40 0.45sand, gravel - 17.25 20.5 0 36.5 0.30 60 0.50
clay, local parts of sand - 20.75 20.0 7 31 0.32 16 0.55sand - 25.00 21.0 0 37.5 0.30 80 0.55
clay, local parts of sand - 26.50 20.0 _ 140 7 31 1 0.32 16 0.55

2.1 Geological profile and soil properties

An extensive soil investigations program has been
carried out, including boreholes, vane-tests,
CPTs, dilatometer and pressiometer tests. The
samples were subjected to laboratory tests to
establish the basic identification parameters, such
as strength and weight. _

At the _test site onthe North Bank, the tunnel
goes mainly through holocene deposits. Just the
foot of the tunnel isi bedded in pleistocene sand.
The turmel will be entirely driven under the

groundwater table, which lies at approximately
N.A.P. 0.0 rn. (N.A.P. is the Dutch reference
level.)
Description of the general geology and values of
soil properties of layers are presented in table 1.

3 GROUND DISPLACEMENT DUE TO
SHIELD TUNNELLING

Five steps in ground displacements due to shield
tunnelling might be recognized, as shown in figure

1 (Fujita 1993).
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Figure 1. Five steps in Ground Displacements
(Fujita 1993).

The first step is where the face of the TBM has
not reached the cross-section in question. Ground
displacement starts *Even at this stage due to
unloading of stresses near the excavation front.
The second step is where the actual digging of the
ground by the cutter of the TBM occurs. If the

face and the ground around the face can be
adequately supported, there will be little displace-_
ment, although there is always an unbalance; the
pressure gradient in soil and bentonite slurry will
differ because of a different weight. The third step
is where the shield actually passes the cross
section in question. At this stage there is a
contraction due to the tapered shape of the TBM.
Also shear stresses due to the displacement of the
machine are transferred. The forth step is where
the shield completely passes the section and the
segment lining inside the tail of the TBM is
detached from theshield tail. At this time a tail
void is created between the lining and the wall of =
tumiel opening. Any delay in back-filling or in the 2
hardening of the back-filling materials leads to .Q

s

ground displacement towards this tail void. The 5
-4

fifth and final step is where the creep deformation 3
of the ground and the back-filling materials
occurs. At this' stage the cohesive soil begins to

consolidate. The back-filling materials similarly
i

_l

start to consolidate.

In a report by Kwast and Plekkenpol (Kwast & I
Plekkenpol 1996) a distribution for each step is _
proposed, based on a study of literature of projects
around the world. In this study step 1 and 2 have Q
been taken together. Table 2 shows the proportion .
of settlements for the North Bank. i

Table 2. Proportion of settlement (Kwast &
Plekkenpol 1996).

step 1 +2 3 4 5
proportion [%] 20 30 30 20

4 THEORY4.1 Finite Elements
15

linear Finite Element program Plaxis applying an
The program used for the 2D predictions is a non460



elastic plastic constitutive relation for soil. The
characteristic constitutive model used is shown in

figure 2. E. g. for the elastic part Hooke’s law is
applied whereas for the plastic part of the soil
behaviour yield functionsand a plastic potential
function are used (Vermeer 1995).
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Figure 2. Constitutive behaviour of soil elements

in Plaxis (Vermeer 1995).

The program offers six or fifteen noded triangular
elements for the spatial modelling of the soil.
Between soil- and structural elements interface
elements can be introduced._

4.2 Curved beam elements

In order to model the beam behaviour of the wall,
the curving of the wall has to be taken into
account properly. In order to extend the modelling
capabilities for modelling of curved beams, at
Mindlin beam element (Bathe 1982) was adopted
and implemented (see figure 3). The advantages of
the Mindlin beam element are written out in more

detail in (Bakker 1994).
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Figure 3. Five noded Mindlin Beam element
(Bathe 1982).
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4.3 Phased analysis scheme

In order to model as much of the aspects men
tioned in section 3 the following phased analyses
scheme was put forward (see figure 4). The
following stages are proposed:

The initial stresses will be calculated

using the K0 procedure.
stage 1:

stage 2: The tunnel lining is activated while
simultaneously the soil inside the
tunnel is de-activated. The soil weight
is also de-activated. The water

stresses and weight will be still active.
stage 3: The groundwater weight is relieved.

The weight difference between
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Figure 4. Phased analyses scheme.

groundwater and bentonite will be
neglected. After this step the tumiel is
“dry ". The extra weight of the TBM
is neglected too.
Ground displacements due to
turmelling for step 1 to 4 (see table 2)
are calculated applying a contraction
to model a volume loss IQ.

stage 5: 'Consolidation effects (up to the pass
age of the second turmel are calculated
by specifying a contraction to the
tunnel according to table 2).
For the second tunnel the stages 2 till
5 are repeated successively.

stage 4:

stage 6:

5. PREDICTIONS

5.1 Prediction of subsurface settlements

To predict subsurface settlements various calcula
tions with Plaxis have been made. The results of

subsurface settlements are compared with an



empirical formula (Peck 1969) and an analytical
formula (Sagaseta 1987).

5.1.1 Modelling the topology for EBM

A mesh was developed taking into account that the
width of the settlement trough has to fit in the
mesh. For the horizontal grid lines of the mesh a
fit with the soil layers was adopted.
After defining the position and the radius of a
circular tunnelremeshing is used in order to
guarantee numerical stability and to adopt for the
curvature of the elements around the tunnel. Here

the elements /are expanded to model isoparametric
behaviour (see figure 5).
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Figure 5. Adapted mesh with 2 tunnels.

In this study calculations have been made for
volume losses IQ of 0.5, 1.0% and 1.5%. In this
paper results only for a volume loss of 1.0 % willbe presented. '

5.2 Results of calculations

The results of the maximum settlements for each

step in the tunnelboring process for the first tunnel
with a volume loss K of 1.0% are shown in figure

16.
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Figure 6. Surface siettlement for each step.

It can be seen that an (almost) linear behaviour
occurs. Therefor only the results of step 5 are
presented, because the settlements for step l to 4
can be calculated by using table 2.

The maximum settlements wmax for the realization'
of one and two tunnels, both with an assumed
volume loss Vs of 1.0% are tabulated in table 3.

Table 3. Maximum surface settlements.

wma, Peck Peck Saga- Plaxis
[mm] (i=5 m) (i= 10 m) seta
Tl 44 22 15 19
T1 & T2 44 32 24 26

In figure 7 the calculated surface settlements
curves for the first tunnel are presented.
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Figure 7. Surface settlements due to tunnel 1.

The settlement trough calculated with Plaxis shows
reasonable agreement with the analytical formula
and the empirical formula (with i = 10 m).
However if for i the value proposed in (New &
O’Reilly _1991) for a two layer medium would be
taken, which yields a significantly smaller value
for i, it results in a smaller but deeper trough. The
fit is less good.
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Figure 8. Surface settlements due to both tunnels.

The effects of the boring of the second tunnel on
maximum surface settlements are also tabulated in
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table 3. The axial separation of the two tunnels is
16.6 m.

Comparison of the surface settlements in the
cross-section leads to the _following
conclusion.The settlement trough of the first
tunnel is influenced by the second tunnel. The
curves°(see figure 8) show reasonable agreement
with the analytical, the empirical formula (with i
= 10 m) andthe .results of the finite element
program Plaxis. The formula proposed by Peck
with i = 5 m does'-not lead to an increase of the

maximum settlement. The trough of the second
tunnel hardly influencesthe trough of the first
tunnel.

5.3 Prediction of horizontal displacements

For several verticals the horizontal displacements
have been calculated. Figure' 9 shows the pre
dicted displacements after construction of the firsttunnel. '
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Figure 9. Horizontal displacements due to tunnel
1.
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The greatest movements occur direct near the
tunnel center line and at~ surface level at a distance

of approximately one times the diameter of the
tunnel. The drive of the second tunnel disturbs

this pattern of displacements. Figure 10 shows the
calculated final displacements after completing the
second tunnel. The result is an almost symmetrical
pattern of displacements.

6 THE TEST SITE

6.1 Instrumentation
_ ,»=-_

15?

At the North bank of the river Oude Maas a

50x75 square meters test site is available for
geotechnical monitoring (see figure 11).\ 463
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Figure 10. Horizontal displacements due to both

tunnels.
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Figure 11. Top view of the North Bank with test
site (N).

The measuring field is situated on soft holocene
ground layers. The nearest side of the field is at a
distance of 75 meter of the start shaft with a 12

meter distance between top side tumiel and ground
level, increasing to 13 meter at the furthest side.
For measuring influences of the tunnelling process
on ground parameters a specification has been
made of an integral measuring system, containing
different types of instruments and different mea
suring programs. The system includes extenso
meters, surface level points, soil pressure cells,
waterpressure gauges and ground probing.

For making a good specification the following
points have to be considered:
- Instruments have to be used for short term mea

surements with a high frequency, like the
immediate effect of the passing of the front of
the TBM, as well as long term measurements
with a low frequency, like consolidation effects
long after the passing of the TBM.

- Data has to be obtained which is fitted to the

scientific goal. E. g. the accuracy for measuring



the effects of changes of the rotation speed of
the cutting wheel of the TBM can be totally
different to the accuracy needed for the width
of the settlement trough.

- Measuring activities are not allowed to disturb
ordecrease safety of the boring process.
Arrangements with the contractor has been
made to follow a minimum distance alongside
the outside of the tumiel lining and in front of
the TBM face of two meters. Only
waterpressure gauges, which are smaller than
10 cm length and 5 cm diameter are allowed to
be eaten bythe TBM. Greater sizes are
supposed to.damage pumps and other slurry
transport systems.

A final decision will be made in March 1996. For

reasons of redundancy several instrumented rows
will be installed.

6.2 Planning

In October 1995 contracts were signed for
realizing the Second Heinenoord tumiel. In 1996
shafts on the North and South bank, the TBM and
the lining segments will be constructed. At the
monitoring site surface 'level points will be placed
for getting information about the overall changes
in ground level. At the end of the year the total
measuring system will be installed. About three
weeks after the start of the boring process, the
TBM will reach the measuring field. Crossing
takes one and a half week (seven working days) at
an average speed of ten meters a day (24 hours),
therefore needing 7 days a week and 24 hours a
day data-acquisition. About ten months later the
TBM will cross the field again from South to
North ending the boring of the second tube. A
measuring period of one year after the construc
tion of the second tube must give the long term
information, therefore realizing a total experimen
tal duration of three years.

CON CLUDIN G REMARKS

In this paper a class A prediction of soil deforma
tions for tunnelling at Heinenoord is given. For
this prediction the Finite Element code Plaxis was
used and results are compared to empirical and
analytical relations. 'Ehe effects of driving a
second tunnel along were taken into consideration
in this prediction. Soil structure interaction was
modelled using interface elements, applying a

Mohr-Coulomb yield criterium related to the soil
strength. A reduction factor of 0.8 with respect to
the strength of the surrounding soil was applied. lt
can be argued that during hardening of the injected
grout the value may be overvalued the interface
strength, whereas after hardening it might be an
undervalue. The effect that deformations at the

interface at the begimiing might not be
concentrated in a thin zone, was not taken into

account too. As is' the_fact that part of the unbal
ance due to the buoyancy is distributed due to the
fact that the tunnel itself has axial bending stiff
ness.

A basic assumption for the calculations is the
volume loss of approximately 1.0%. This value
observed on several tunnelling projects, where
EPB- or Slurry-shields were used, is an
assumption, because of the fact that the soil
stiffness for these projects was higher than might
be expected at Heinenoord. Here this value was
adopted because in literature no value as function
of soil-stiffness could be found.
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